**DOUBLE ACTING SPRING HINGE TYPE 3023**

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

1) Remove spring tension from each barrel by inserting tension rod into the tension adjustment hole, rotate in direction of the arrow, as shown in figure 2 or figure 3, and remove tension pin.

2) Locate hinges as shown in figure 1.
   4 3023 - Apply door leaf to surface of door.

3) Align centerline of door with centerline of frame and secure the frame leaf.

For best alignment of double doors, mount hinges on one door with tension adjustment up, and down on the opposite door as shown in figure 1. Shims may be necessary under the edges of the frame flanges for door alignment.

**SPRING TENSIONING INSTRUCTIONS**

Do not exceed five (5) holes tension

1) Place door in closed position. Wedge door up from floor until it is plumb.

2) Insert tension rod into the tension adjustment hole, rotate in direction of arrow, as shown in figure 2 or figure 3. (Only one hole of tension is recommended for bottom hinges)

3) Insert tension pin, and remove the tension rod.

4) Increase tension on the top hinges if door sags or return action is too slow.

**NOTE**

Some hinge sizes will have arrow's stamped on barrel sides.

Increase tension in the direction of the arrows stamped on barrel sides.

Lubrication may be applied to hinges, if needed.

Do not use on doors with hinge edge beveled.
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